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ABSTRACT: The 13C chemical shift concentration dependence of phenol, anisole, thiophenol, and thioanisole in CDCl3
was acquired and analyzed over various concentration ranges and reported with the intention of observing the effect
of hydrogen bonding on the electron density around aromatic nuclei. Of the para carbon chemical shift concentration
dependences observed, phenol exhibited the most significant concentration dependence. Attempts were made to
determine the functions describing concentration dependence of the 13C chemical shifts observed. Notably, CDCl3
was found to exhibit relatively nonlinear concentration dependence in the same range as the compounds observed,
suggesting that trace impurity and solvent peaks are not reliable references for the identification of absolute chemical
shifts at an accuracy greater than ± 0.15 ppm for the concentration range 1.0 – 7.0 molal.
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INTRODUCTION
An unexplained fundamental question of
organic chemistry is the unexpectedly inverse
of phenol and anisole towards electrophilic
substitution (EAS) reactions, relative to the
trend of reactivity.1

physical
reactivity
aromatic
expected

Figure 1. Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution reaction.
Typically, alkylation increases electron density available
to the ring via hyperconjugation.1 However, alkylation of
phenol produces a compound less reactive towards EAS
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Reactivity of compounds analyzed with Hammett
values. Hammett σp values describe the reactivity of aromatic
compounds. In this case, more negative means more reactive.
Note that alkylation enhances reactivity towards EAS
reactions, except in the case of phenol and anisole.2

Prior research suggests that hydrogen bonding enables
significant polarization of the O-H bond of phenol³,
specifically in EAS reactions that occur at phenol’s
para position.¹ To experimentally investigate the
average electron density around atoms of the analytes
(phenol, anisole, thiophenol, and thioanisole) under
various conditions, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy was used to probe the electronic
environment via the magnitude of the change in the
chemical shift. Since the chemical shift is related to
the electron density, if a change in hydrogen bonding
affects electron density around a nucleus, that effect
should also manifest as a change in the chemical shift.
A more downfield chemical shift implies an electron
deficiency and a more upfield shift implies an increase in
the electron density. Presumably, this change in electron
density would impact the electronic attractions between
molecules leading to a reaction, thus affecting reaction
rate. If the amount of overall hydrogen bonding among
phenol molecules directly impacts EAS reactivity and
provides a primary explanation for phenol’s deviation
from the predicted reactivity trend, then chemical shift
concentration dependence should be significantly greater
for phenol than anisole, thioanisole, and thiophenol.
METHODS
Analytes (phenol, thiophenol, anisole, thioanisole) and
solvents (CDCl3, d6-acetone, d8-toluene, d6-DMSO)
were purchased from Acros Organics. Various masses
of each were mixed in NMR tubes, weighed on a scale,
transferred by micropipettes. Molality was calculated
from the masses and recorded. Samples were analyzed
by an automated 400 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer.
Spectra were saved using the naming scheme
“analyte-solvent-molality”. Chemical shift peaks were
assigned using peak predictions.4 In samples without
tetramethylsilane (TMS), the following solvent peaks,
specified in Table 4, were used for reference.
Trace impurity peaks used as NMR references:

Table 2. Chemical shift of trace impurity peaks used as
references relative to TMS, unfortunately found to be
variable over the concentration range observed.5
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Data were saved in a table with the following
schema analyte, solvent, molality, ipso, meta, para,
ortho, then analyzed using Python libraries numpy6,
pandas7, matplotlib with seaborn8, and sci-kit learn9.
Concentration dependence calculation, displayed in
Figure 1, was performed by referencing each spectrum
to TMS (0 ppm), grouping the peaks by carbon position,
measuring the chemical shift difference between the
lowest and highest concentration, then dividing by the
change in concentration. Summarized by the following
equation: Range= ∆δ/∆b where δ is the chemical shift
and b is the molality of the solution. It was found that
solvent chemical shift relative to TMS is at least as
concentration dependent as the analytes themselves,
thus, a correction to the observed chemical shift relative
to solvent was attempted with CDCl3. Only two
samples per solute-solvent combination contained TMS,
as a result, the only reasonable correction function that
could be attempted was a linear correction of CDCl3’s
chemical shift concentration dependence relative to
TMS. The correction function was defined by referencing
spectra with TMS to TMS (0 ppm), plotting the CDCl3
chemical shift against the solution molality, calculating
the best fit line, then recording the transformation
required to turn the best fit line into a line with a slope

of zero and an intercept of 77.23. Applying that function
to samples lacking TMS, the chemical shift changes
of data referenced to the moving reference point of
CDCl3 could be compared. To identify the precision
and accuracy of the correction, regression was used to
find a best fit line or curve for the corrected data. The
R2 value was calculated for the corrected data and raw
TMS referenced data relative to the best fit line/curve
and results were reported.
RESULTS
As hypothesized, out of all para peaks, phenol exhibited
the greatest concentration dependence in CDCl3.
Notably, dilution induced an upfield trend in chemical
shift, indicating that reducing the degree of hydrogen
bonding among phenol molecules increases average
electron density. Also of interest is the downfield trend
of chemical shift for phenol’s ipso peak upon dilution,
which exhibited the greatest overall concentration
dependence of the studied compounds. If phenol’s
O-H bond becomes more able to polarize without
hydrogen bonding, then the oxygen would be expected to
inductively withdraw more electron density from nearby
carbon atoms.

Figure 2. Chemical shift concentration dependence (ppm/molal), referenced to TMS.
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Figure 3. Dilution of phenol in nonpolar solvent reduces hydrogen bonding among phenol molecules. This is hypothesized to
allow greater O-H bond polarization, lending greater electron density to the para carbon region via inductive and resonance
effects.
Another interesting pattern is the concentration
dependence of CDCl3. At the outset of this research,
it was incorrectly presumed that CDCl3 chemical
shift would exhibit significantly less concentration
dependence as it is a nonpolar compound. Further
experiments referencing TMS found this not to be
the case. CDCl3 experienced greater concentration
dependence with oxygen containing analytes than with

their sulfur analogs. Specifically, hydrogen bonding had
less impact than other interactions on CDCl3 chemical
shift concentration dependence, as evidenced by the
similar concentration dependence of CDCl3 referenced
to TMS in the following analyte pairs, and that the
hydrogen bonding capable pair (phenol and thiophenol)
exhibited less concentration dependence than the pair
incapable of hydrogen bonding (anisole and thioanisole).

Figure 4. Reduction of hydrogen bonding hypothesized to lend greater electron density to the meta carbon via inductive effects.
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/urj/vol13/iss2/7
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Figure 5. Reduction of hydrogen bonding hypothesized to lend greater electron density to the ortho carbon via resonance effects,
with inductive withdrawal from the nearby oxygen atom reducing the magnitude of lending to less than that of the para carbon.

Figure 6. Given greater O-H bond polarization resulting from reduction of hydrogen bonding, the oxygen is hypothesized to
inductively withdraw electron density around the ipso peak, as a greater proportion of electron density would be shared with
the comparably more electronegative oxygen during polarization.
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Table 3. Calculated regression and R2 scores of corrected data and "ground truth" data referenced directly to TMS.

Table 4. Corrections added to chemical shifts in CDCl3 to account for CDCl3’s concentration dependence relative to TMS.
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Since all experiments except those explicitly defined as
referenced to TMS were referenced to solvent peaks, in
the absence of a function describing the concentration
dependence of the solvent peaks relative to TMS, no
conclusions on chemical shift concentration dependence
could be drawn for d6-acetone, d8-toluene, or d6-DMSO
solvent solutions. However, the data are still useful once
functions to describe the concentration dependence of
the solvent in these solvent/analyte systems relative to
TMS are identified. As such, the data is still worthy of
interest. An attempt to use the concentration dependence
of CDCl3 from the experiments referenced to TMS,
found in Table 2, to correct the data referenced to CDCl3
at 77.23 ppm found mixed results. Good agreement was
found in the case of phenol. In the cases of anisole and
thioanisole, the trends of corrected datapoints and those
standardized with TMS exhibited poor agreement. In the
case of thiophenol, there was no trend agreement between
the correction and points standardized with TMS. These
results suggest that the chemical shift concentration
dependence of CDCl3 is nonlinear and dependent upon
other compounds in solution. Further data referenced to
TMS is required to elucidate a function that describes
CDCl3’s concentration dependence.
CONCLUSION
The concentration dependence range (noted in Figure
2) of phenol’s para carbon peak suggests that hydrogen
bonding shields that nucleus and increases electron
density at that point. Hydrogen bonding can be further
implicated as all 13C NMR chemical shifts of phenol’s
aromatic ring exhibit logarithmic concentration
dependence. The original hypothesis, that hydrogen
bonding is responsible for the unusually high reactivity
of phenol in EAS reactions, is supported. The 13C
concentration dependence of CDCl3’s chemical shift
was observed to be dependent on what other compounds
are present in solution and nonlinear. This was evidenced
by the linear correction failing to place both TMS
containing datapoints and corrected ones in the same
trend, in all cases except phenol (note the R2 accuracy
values in Table 2). This concern can be extended to all
trace impurity peaks used as references, indicating that
they are unsuitable for high precision NMR analysis.
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